INTERSECTION DETAIL

BERNSON LANE TYPICAL CROSS SECTION

ROSEDALE LANE TYPICAL CROSS SECTION

CUL-D-SAC DETAIL

BERNSON LANE TYPICAL CROSS SECTION
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NAVIGATE '88 DATUM

P-1966 "A-S-BUILT"

TRICKLE CREEK 2ND ADDITION P.U.D.

STREET DETAILS
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. INSTALL 12 OF MEAS ACCESS GATE
2. INSTALL 1 HIGH TECNICAL BARRIE
3. CONSTRUCT STORM WATR POND HEAVY EQUIPMENT WAVER WHEN REQUIRED ON POND BOTTOM, SIMPSONS TAP GREEN PLOW TO KNOCK THE SIDE AND THEN GRINDING ON A disguising. SIDE DETAIL THIS SHEET
4. HYDROSEED ON ALL SURFACED AREAS OUTSIDE PA TRACTOR O.S. SEE SPECHE FOR GRADING. BGS. SHEET 11, SPECIAL NEED MIX FOR EXISTING CHANNEL SHEET
5. MEAL INTERP PADS DETAIL 7 THIS SHEET
6. CONSTRUCT OF MEAS SUSE OF CONTRACTOR AS SCHEDULED TO FOLLOW MECANICAL MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
7. NOT剪切
8. MEAL 1/0 OF 1/0 SHEET PIPE, SEE PIPE TABLE, THIS SHEET
9. NOT剪切
10. CONSTRUCT STORM WATER POND HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRACTOR SUSE WHEN REQUIRED ON POND BOTTOM, SIMPSONS TAP GREEN PLOW TO KNOCK THE SIDE AND THEN GRINDING ON A disguising. SIDE DETAIL THIS SHEET
11. CONSTRUCT CONCRETE RAMP AND BERM NAP INTERP PAD FOR DETAIL THIS SHEET.
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I have reviewed the construction of this project and to my knowledge find it to be in substantial conformance with the approved plans and Hennepin County Standards except as noted.